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Numbers Don't Lie
●Statistical reality.
●Big, blunt, trends...
●You don't want to see.

                        Ready?
Citations for stats are in the Speaker's Notes 



How big is Africa?
How many live there?



As big as
 
America 
China 
India 
Spain
France
Italy 
Eastern Europe
United Kingdom
 
All together



 
A billion people



People!
●150,000+ years of us
●125,000 years of fire 
●10,000 years of farming 

long encounter group



Population
●Tripled in 100 years
●7 billion going on 9
●300m in 0AD

Roman Empire 60m
Same as the UK today



Not Malthus, But...
●Ecosystem services were 

20 x per person
●Humans have eaten* a lot 

of the ecosystem
●Share per human <<<



An Eden of Machines
●Our numbers were  small: 

we died fast
●Now we swarm, but the 

machines eat too
●Can we stabilize the bio-

techno system?



Human Footprint?
●Complex arm-waving
●But Arup (Peter Head) 

says:
●Europe 3 to 4x footprint
●USA 8 to 10x footprint



Wicked Sums
●USA 300m * 10x = person-

weight 3bn
●Europe 750m * 4x = 

person-weight 3bn
●Sustainability: make 6bn 

live on what's left



This Explains...
●1bn live on the resources of 

6bn: rich
●6bn live on the resources of 

1bn: poor
●Crude model, but 

weird distribution



Money as Model
●Resources are scarce

Money is scarce
●Money as a scale model of 

real scarcities
●Money models plenty 

poorly; plenty is scarce



The #Occupy story
●1% of Americans control 

far too much $
●99% disenfranchised
●Political action can fix this 

problem for all



American Wealth
●1% control 43% assets
●20% control 93% assets
●80% control just 7%
●weird distribution again
●



Global Wealth
●1% control 40% assets
●10% control 85% assets
●50% control just 1%
●weird distribution again
●



The Kicker
●Brace yourselves
●The global 1%  line is

$36,000 / £22,000 pa
●So we are part of the 

concentrated wealth elite 



...
●Very few people feel they 

are genuinely rich
●We've deluded ourselves 

thinking we are poor
●we are the 1%, or close



What is going on?
●2 billion urban or elite
●1+ billion in slums
●½ billion rural rich 
●3.5 billion peasants
●= 7 billion people 



How the other half die
●60m die per year, total
●20m+ from poverty
●9m children<5 (disease)
●Mostly dirty water, 

cooking fires, no toilets



Question 
●Does common political 

discourse reflect this?

             if not, why not?



A Political Note 
●Being taller roughly 

doubles your chance of 
winning a US presidential 
election

●More on this Next Week 



What is being poor?
●The poorest billion
●$1/day. Hungry, a lot. 
●1% line == $100/day
● like 100 people living on 

your basic 1%er income



No wonder they are 
dying of being poor



No you cannot have a 
pony. There is no good 
news to wash this out.



The Totally Rich?
●1% of 1% (700k)
●The 1000 Billionaires
●Yes, they exist, but they 

are not responsible for our 
hyperconsumption.



CharismaticMegafauna
●2500 adult tigers left
●10,000? blue whales 
●60,000 orangutangs
●400,000 elephants

95% dieoff



Biodiversity
●5 to 30m species exist
●extinction rates > 100x
●"mass extinction event"

uncountable losses



Deforestation
●50% forest loss so far
●Losses continue fast
●Guesses about future 

progress are bleak
the edge of the data



Climate, energy etc.
●Not big-dumb-easy stats
●Lots of guesstimates and 

trend analysis
●It's all pretty horrible

but you knew already



Glimmers / Beacons
●We did the hard stuff 1st
●Appropriate tech works
●Megafauna bounce back
●Poverty rates declining



But...
●Resource shocks (oil)
●Global instability (USA)
●Crisis of Capitalism
●Failed intl order (UN)

it's not easy...



Next week...
●Government: 

threat or menace?
●What is the UN?
●Who can cut the gordian 

knot of the State?
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